Chapter 4 - Parks and Pathways System Plan

Parks and Pathways System Plan
The Parks and Pathways System Plan sets forth the plans and strategies that guide specific
actions of the City in ongoing operation, new acquisition, development and planning. The
system plan builds on the existing conditions and system objectives by identifying gaps between
current reality and vision, then going on to establish a set of physical plans for the long-range
organization and development of Monticello’s recreation system.
To this point, the following summary of findings, issues, and principles guide the creation of the
Plan:
 The investment in the Bertram Chain of Lakes park facility will dominate the
community’s park acquisition and development for the foreseeable future.
 This investment drives Monticello to look toward the creation of fewer new park
facilities during the planning period.
 The community has expressed a desire to continue parkland development but with a
focus on specific aspects of recreation, including;


More emphasis on pathway development, including continuity, increased options
and loops, and connections to parks, business areas, and schools.



Increased emphasis on water-oriented access and recreation, both natural and
man-made, including Bertram Lakes, the Mississippi River, and other areas.



Expanded opportunities for natural open space experiences.



Support for Monticello Community Center facilities, expanding access, choice,
and hours where possible.

 The new facilities that are to be considered will be concentrated in fewer, larger park
locations, especially Bertram Chain of Lakes, and a few new locations that maximize
opportunity for natural open space.
 Occasional smaller facilities may be developed when densities, barriers, or other
conditions call for additional park locations to ensure adequate proximity and coverage.
 Focus on increased athletic field development, particularly youth baseball and soccer.
 Concentrate athletic fields in a few locations, particularly the opportunities at Bertram
Lakes, to facilitate the attraction of tournament play, and to minimize common
infrastructure such as maintenance needs, concession buildings, lights, and other similar
elements.
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 Organize the pathway system to create a more predictable chain of community-wide
pathway routes, in concert with neighborhood pedestrian and bicycle access to the
community-wide system.
 Establish a primary system of pathways that minimize interruptions and conflicts,
capitalizing on both existing infrastructure and opportunities for continuous routes.
 Follow up the primary system with secondary pathway loop connections, creating a
system of inter-connected loops that maximize choice in trip length, route variety, and
destination. Pathway loops should range between three and seven miles, depending on
the web of local connections available.
 For local connections, encourage subdivision design that creates safe – as well as
efficient - neighborhood sidewalk development, utilizing on-street options where
appropriate in coordination for efficiency with other recreation providers.
 Make local pedestrian and bicycle transportation a fundamental part of subdivision
design, rather than an after-thought once a development plan is finished.
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The previous map builds on the existing park coverage map by adding three potential community
park locations to the analysis. The map illustrates that the identified community park search
areas would, utilizing just a one-mile radius, accomplish a number of objectives identified above.
These locations were selected from the City’s Natural Resources Inventory, which analyzed the
City’s long-range growth area. These three sites were identified as being characterized by
significant and unique environmental qualities. The advantages of these community park search
area locations are as follows:


Rural areas provide the opportunity to acquire adequate land area to accomplish the
community park purposes identified previously.



The areas qualify as locations which will satisfy the interest in natural open space
experiences, varying from water access, extensive natural views, wildlife quality and
diversity, topographic interest, and vegetative cover.



The three search areas provide attractive park nodes along a greenway path that respond
to recommendations from the Natural Resources Inventory and Assesment.



The greenway connections will facilitate pathway access to these sites.



Each of the three locations is on or near an existing major transportation routes that will
accommodate connections to secondary pathway routes.

In applying these search areas, the recommendations of the NRI/A, and the inter-connected
looping of primary and secondary pathways, a schematic park and pathways system plan can be
assembled, shown on the following page.
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The system plan on the previous page is generalized in that it illustrates a potential series of
pathways and park locations based on the summary discussion at the top of this chapter. It is
important to apply the recommendations of this document generally, rather than specifically.
To do this, it is necessary to identify the objectives of each component of the plan as it is being
implemented. For instance, each pathway segment connects two points, and will travel through
certain territory. When acquiring pathway routes, finding the route option that best meets the
objectives of this Plan is more important that following the precise route shown on the map.

Specific Park Recommendations
As discussed above, the schematic system plan proposes three potential community park
locations that will serve recreation needs in newly developing areas, and accomplish the
objectives identified in this document. In this section, each of these three locations is discussed
as to their assets and potential.
As also discussed, these locations are intended to be general search areas, with the expectation
that park layout and acquisition will occur as a component of new subdivision design. For each
map included in this plan, the boundary lines indicate current property ownership patterns, only
for the purpose of understanding options. Park dimensions will ultimately reflect the design and
layout of the subdivisions that facilitate dedication and other acquisition efforts.
Hamlin Marsh (Ditch 33) Community Park Search Area
This search area comprises the eastern-most extent of Monticello’s growth district,
encompassing a portion of the County Ditch 33 drainage area. Ditch 33 has a history of
flooding, and has created an extensive wetland marsh in this area, even backing up into areas
south of I-94. The Natural Resource Inventory identified this area as a high-value environment.
In the past few years, properties containing or abutting the flood plain and marsh were subject to
development proposals and park dedication options were investigated at that time.
One of the features of this park location would be the opportunity to create a trailhead location at
the entry point to the greenway along County Highway 39. This trailhead would provide an
opportunity for visitors to the system to park vehicles and view information about Monticello’s
park and pathway system as they plan their travel. As a component of this project, the City is
also cataloguing historic sites and information, and the trailhead provides a location for
information about local businesses and other points of interest.
This park search area has been referred to as “Hamlin Marsh” in this document due to its general
alignment with the County’s street naming convention.
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Pelican Lake Community Park Search Area
Moving along the greenway, the pathway encounters the freeway at the south end of the marsh.
This Plan anticipates a freeway crossing as a long-range component of the greenway. There are
options for either an overpass due to a high point to the east, or an underpass along the alignment
of Haug Avenue on the west. The underpass option may have some issues with water, and
would be more dependent on coordination with freeway construction.
Without a freeway crossing, pathway continuity will depend on traveling to the west to cross at
County Highway 18, then following that route south toward the north shore of Pelican Lake. A
secondary pathway is anticipated to generally follow Fenning Avenue, veering to the east as the
path nears the lake to take advantage of a woodland area north of County Highway 37.
Pelican Lake is a large, shallow water resource that provides waterfowl and fish habitat, and is
being managed for increased waterfowl production in the future. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has acquired a large property on the north shore of the lake, as well as other acquisitions
along the shore to the south. The state is working toward a project that will reduce water levels
to enhance the lake’s waterfowl production. Hunting will be a major activity in this area during
migration periods.
Access to the land adjacent to the shore provides a tremendous opportunity to establish a facility
that capitalizes on views of thousands of acres of natural resource area, along with areas that
could eventually serve more active recreation. Prairie restoration in portions of this park area,
particularly on the higher knobs, could create an extensive environment reflecting pre-settlement
land cover that is rarely found.
The proposed park concept on the following page illustrates some of the assets of the area, and
how the greenway and related pathway access could utilize the area.
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Edmonson Greenway Community Park Search Area
Passing north of County Highway 37 to the west, the greenway encounters a wetland and pond
system flanking Edmonson Avenue (County 117). This area is characterized by a wide variety
of environments, from woodlands, to shoreline, to open land, to an area of hillside cedar trees.
The greenway path is programmed to wind its way through this area, crossing Edmonson where
it splits the extensive linked ponds east and west.
The community response during the NRI/A process led to the inclusion of this site as a natural
amenity to be incorporated into future park and pathway planning. The variety of land cover and
topography around this location provides a wide range of recreation opportunities, including
picnic locations, wildlife viewing, and more active athletic recreational opportunities on land
outside of the more natural areas.
The location of this site is also accessible from the rest of the community. Edmonson follows a
route to the north that runs between residential, commercial, and industrial areas until its
northern terminus at Chelsea Road, a major east-west street that parallels the freeway.
From this point, the greenway continues to the west and turns northwest as it crosses Trunk
Highway 25, eventually reaching the southeast boundary of the Bertram Chain of Lakes property
north of County 106.
As discussed previously, pathway loops in this area are designed to be a maximum of about
seven miles for a complete transit, although several options between primary and secondary
pathway routes would exist.
Following the greenway route through the Bertram Lakes property, it would extend to the
northwest and a freeway crossing at the current overpass location on County 75. After crossing
the freeway, the greenway connects with the Broadway Path, and also reaches Wright County’s
Montissippi Park along the river. A trailhead at the Broadway Path crossing would be a valuable
addition to the greenway at this western end of the system.
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Bertram Chain of Lakes Regional Park. As the primary focus of the City’s current park
acquisition and development activities, is it appropriate to provide additional clarity to the role
that this major facility will play in the City’s parks system. As often mentioned in this
document, Bertram Lakes will quickly become the City’s most heavily used facility due to its
natural beauty, its diversity of land forms, and its access to water – especially with the provision
of an outdoor swimming beach – an amenity not currently available to the community.
Bertram is already among the most often visited of Monticello parks, even though its facilities
are largely undeveloped and only partially available to the general public. As the acquisition
goes forward, the City and County, guided by a joint organization known as the Bertram Chain
of Lakes Advisory Council, has been working on planning for the development of the park.
Planning is preliminary at this stage, but has taken advantage of the park’s broad array of unique
spaces and opportunities. The greatest level of activity is located in the northern portion of the
1,200 acre property. Park elements include potential for camping, active recreation on the lake,
including swimming, fishing piers, and non-motorized boating. A significant portion of this area
for the City would be the opportunity to develop a major multi-use athletic complex on what is
currently farmed land. As noted in other sections of this document, numerous groups have cited
a need to increase the number of sports fields for competition, practice, and tournament play.
The bulk of the property has been programmed at this conceptual stage as more passive
recreational pursuits, including an extensive system of unsurfaced pathways. As the Parks and
Pathways plan notes, Bertram Lakes will provide a significant percentage of the City’s park
development, and access is critical to its ability to serve in this role. Moreover, the Chain of
Lakes is a part of the identified greenway route.
As such, it is important that design development for Bertram Chain of Lakes accommodates the
City’s pathway system, including paved routes that will provide continuity with the remainder of
the City’s Primary Pathway routes. Working these improvements into the Bertram design should
be a priority of the City’s representation on the Advisory Council.
On the following page, a preliminary sketch of the possible improvements for the north side of
the Bertram Chain of Lakes facility is provided for illustration purposes. Because of the early
stage of design, changes to this plan are likely before development proceeds. Instead, the intent
of the inclusion of this sketch plan is to show possibilities rather than identify outcomes for the
park.
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